Princeton University
COS 217: Introduction to Programming Systems
End of Course Survey

For the benefit of COS 217 students in future semesters, please respond to each of these statements with a number in the range 1 to 5. 1 means "I strongly disagree." 5 means "I strongly agree."

___ The **decomment** assignment was fun.
___ The **decomment** assignment helped me to learn.

___ The **string library** assignment was fun.
___ The **string library** assignment helped me to learn.

___ The **symbol table** assignment was fun.
___ The **symbol table** assignment helped me to learn.

___ The **heap manager** assignment was fun.
___ The **heap manager** assignment helped me to learn.

___ The **assembly language** assignment was fun.
___ The **assembly language** assignment helped me to learn.

___ The **buffer overrun** assignment was fun.
___ The **buffer overrun** assignment helped me to learn

___ The **execution profiler** assignment was fun.
___ The **execution profiler** assignment helped me to learn.

___ I used the **memstat** tool routinely.
___ The **memstat** tool helped me to learn.

___ I used the **crit** tool routinely.
___ The **crit** tool helped me to learn.
___ The **crit** tool's prioritization of its flaw messages was helpful.

Any comments? Please use the back of this page.